
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2014 Quarter Four Vine Club pack!!! 

 
Simply put this is a hectic and awesome time of year.  It is also the time that we need to enjoy some of our best wines.  While Tim, 
Kevin, Patrick and Jordan continue to harvest, crush and ferment the new yield of 2014 vintage wines the rest of the world should be 
enjoying the fruit of their labor.  Don’t worry, they are having plenty of fun to spending their days rocking out to Nirvana and Pearl 
Jam (couple of Jordan’s choices to the others’ chagrin) while watching the leave change and doing what they love doing, making wine.  
The Q4 wines are ones for celebration and to make those limited quiet nights something special.  We celebrate Thanksgiving, the 
Holiday Season and New Years all before our next shipment so we want to make sure that you have the very best to do it with. 
 
In this quarters package we have loaded up with what Jordan says is the best club package we have ever assembled for all four levels.  
All but the White Wine only is loaded up with only our flagship Single Vineyard wines.  The White wines only also has some of one 
of Jordan’s favorite Chardonnays to date and a really cool Club Only wine.  This is a three pack to be excited about. 
 
This Quarter’s Wine: 
 

1) Tranquility 2012  – This continues to be one of most sought after wines every year by us.  Really our only issue with the 
Tranquility Vineyard is that it is only 6 acres so we just can’t make enough wine to go around for the year.  We spend 
most of the year telling people about it while not being able to sell it because it is already sold out.  The 2012 is just another 
great vintage.  The year was long and cool meaning we were able to get ripe flavors and tannins while still maintaining 
incredible freshness and a better food wine then many vintages.  It is one to enjoy with rare rack of lamb or hold on to it 
for 8-10 years.  The actual release of this wine will not be until May 2015. 

 
Hard to follow up the acclaimed and great 2010 but we think we did it.  More complex and complete then other 
Tranquilitys to date.  A dark crimson wine with huge aromatics ranging from massively ripe fruit like fig, to savory 
herbal and meaty tones, to the dominant cassis and blackberry notes.  The palate is refined but powerful, with youthful 
but harmonious tannins balanced with a great streak of acidity holding all the fruit together along with a nice smoky 
undertone. 
 

2) #SocialSecret White 2012 – Keeping with the theme of one of our fan favorites, #SocialSecret Red, this is the first white 
blend to showcase the terroir of the vineyards we are partnered with in the Monticello AVA.  This was a really fun wine 
to make given that we still have relatively limited knowledge of the Rkatsiteli grape.  This in our opinion may have 
worked to our advantage.  We were told it was quite neutral so we just decided to play with it.  The portion that is in this 
we decided to treat like our traditional Chardonnay’s and let time show us what the grape had to say.  It was anything but 
neutral and made a great compliment to the very mineral driven Chardonnay off Carter Mountain that it is blended with 
here. 

 
A very aromatic wine with lots going on.  It shows the classic Macintosh apple, Bosc pear and honeycomb characters of 
classic Chardonnay but intertwined with some herbal elements, citrus and almost floral tones from the Rkats.  On the 
palate, the barrel aging helps bring this all together adding a little depth and weight to pull the wine together.  Beautiful 
today so we recommend drinking up in its youth, though with the structure we think it will probably age but we just have 
no benchmark as to where it might go. 
 

3) #SocialSecret Red 2012 – The anticipated follow up to the very noteworthy 2010 vintage, the 2012 #Social Secret does not 
disappoint.  That said it is a very different wine that the 2010 was.  While the 2010 was all about aggression and tension 
with richness and wild tannins and acidity, this vintage is about elegance, finesse and complexity.  We loved the 2010 but 
it was driven by the vintage and varieties being Tannat, Petit Verdot and Pinotage, but this vintage speaks of place in our 
opinion.  The elegant Merlot and Cabernet only slightly lifted with small amounts of Tannat screams to us the Monticello 
AVA from that is in here.  
 
Just a stunning wine that shows a great representation of both the low lying heat soaked areas and the rolling hills of the 
Monticello AVA as well as the long 2012 growing season.  The aromas are intense and exciting with loads of fruit showing 
raspberry, red currant, mint, rose petal and cassis.  The palate is refined and restrained but does not lack intensity.  Lots of 
fruit melded in with the firm tannin structure and bright acidity.  Fresh and intense.  Great wine. 
 

Thanks and Enjoy - The Tarara Team! 


